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1.1.1.1. WhichWhichWhichWhich reviewreviewreviewreview panelpanelpanelpanel diddiddiddid youyouyouyou workworkworkwork on?on?on?on?

 

Alternatives Percent Value

1 Law 7,7 % 3

2 Religious Studies 5,1 % 2

3 Arts 0,0 % 0

4 Languages/Philosophy 0,0 % 0

5 Behavioural Sciences 0,0 % 0

6 Social Sciences 2,6 % 1

7 Economics and Management 7,7 % 3

8 Medicine: Clinical 2,6 % 1

9 Medicine: Experimental 0,0 % 0

10 Medicine: Laboratory 5,1 % 2

11 Medicine: Health Sciences 12,8 % 5

12 Science Bio/Geo 12,8 % 5

13 Physics/Mathematics 12,8 % 5

14 Chemistry 5,1 % 2

15 LTH: Product Development 7,7 % 3

16 Systems Science 5,1 % 2

17 LTH: Building 7,7 % 3

18 Other, please specify 5,1 % 2

Total 39

 

No 17

Computer Science/Engineering

 

2.2.2.2. PleasePleasePleasePlease identifyidentifyidentifyidentify thethethethe threethreethreethree mostmostmostmost seriousseriousseriousserious problemsproblemsproblemsproblems youyouyouyou encounteredencounteredencounteredencountered onononon thethethethe webpageswebpageswebpageswebpages youyouyouyou lookedlookedlookedlooked at:at:at:at:

 

Alternatives Percent Value

1 Missing content 48,5 % 16

2 Broken links 9,1 % 3

3 Poor English 6,1 % 2

4 Confusing navigation 57,6 % 19

5 Hard to read content 9,1 % 3

6 Text only in Swedish 24,2 % 8

7 Unprofessional design 12,1 % 4

8 Out of date content 42,4 % 14

9 Irrelevant content 12,1 % 4

10 Other, please specify 18,2 % 6

Total 33

 

hard to find faculty members

There was a lot of duplication and the style was non uniform.

faculty of engineering panel 15

Did not use the webpages very much, so cannot answer precisely

didn't use web pages

links from rnglish to swedish pages
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3.3.3.3. DoDoDoDo youyouyouyou thinkthinkthinkthink thatthatthatthat thethethethe webwebwebweb pagespagespagespages youyouyouyou lookedlookedlookedlooked atatatat addaddaddadd totototo thethethethe credibilitycredibilitycredibilitycredibility ofofofof LundLundLundLund University?University?University?University?

 

Alternatives Percent Value

1 Yes 47,4 % 18

2 No 18,4 % 7

3 Other, please specify 34,2 % 13

Total 38

 

Some Departments were good, others quite weak

I tired to cehck but my licenc went out 10. October

don't add, but don't hurt much

I am not sure who the web pages are aimed at?

to some extent

See above

It needes improvement,

I believe the pages are informative. However, they do not remove the confusion about the linkages between various units, Lund University has

very special division and subdivision of departments and units within. For example Theoretical Physics is not in Physics. These divisions are

historical but it would be good to let the reader know these differences. More transparency in teh web pages would help identify the confusion

that exists. After the visit I realized that our confusions had come from the nature of the system rather than the web pages. The web pages then

have the additional responsibility of stating the confusing departmental layouts so that one accepts them and proceeds accordingly.

I did not have any difficulties with the webpage and when I had any queries I received excellent assistance from the staff at the University

didn't need them

varied considerably

General pages good, specific pages not so good

partly yes, partly not

 

4.4.4.4. WasWasWasWas theretheretherethere anyanyanyany informationinformationinformationinformation youyouyouyou feltfeltfeltfelt waswaswaswas missingmissingmissingmissing fromfromfromfrom thethethethe webpages?webpages?webpages?webpages?

 

I recall having difficulty locating information in some cases but it was usually there, just hard to find

Data on individuals

recent activities of some staff members, news on projects, events, up to date publication lists, access to publications

Information about the research groups, and the people, as well as the people pages

Do not remember

probably not, but hard to find certain items

Information about the structure and number of personnel, data on financing of research in different research areas

clear bibliometric data

proper lists of publication

short cv of staff, list of publications

Information did not reflect the latest scientific groupings as presented in the self-assessment document

the web pages were too complex to browse for an outsider evaluator

several

Publications

Up to date information on departments and on publications

it is not international,more (also) in English

See above

No

NA

pictures of group leaders, personalised web pages

nothing substantial

No

updated list of publications often missing

some person pages were very limited, group strategies were superfluously described

Funding of research projects was not well reported. It is not necessary in general, but it was expected in this evaluation and that is why the

missing was problematic. Also, it was not always sure, if the pages were updated (for example, when very recent publications were not

mentioned)
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5.5.5.5. PleasePleasePleasePlease leaveleaveleaveleave anyanyanyany otherotherotherother commentscommentscommentscomments youyouyouyou maymaymaymay have,have,have,have, regardingregardingregardingregarding thethethethe university'suniversity'suniversity'suniversity's webpages.webpages.webpages.webpages. ForForForFor example,example,example,example, whatwhatwhatwhat specificspecificspecificspecific problemproblemproblemproblem dodododo

youyouyouyou thinkthinkthinkthink wewewewe shouldshouldshouldshould prioritiseprioritiseprioritiseprioritise forforforfor improvement?improvement?improvement?improvement?

 

I think it would be helpful to have a common format across the various Departments and research groupings.

I didn't really use the web-pages a great deal. On my browser at the time (which should have been pretty current) various things didn't work.

Then, there wasn't really very much additional information available that wasn't contained in a couple of e-mailed pdf documents provided by

the secretarial office supporting our panel.

The web-pages have not been updated according to the relatively new Institute structure. There lacks a unifying design for the

Departments/Institutes. I know Lund from a long period and understand swedish but anyhow I have discovered a lot of trial/errors in order to find

relevant material.

access to research information

I mainly used paper documnets in the evaluatuon, so unfortunately I have not much feedback to give.

I found easily all necessary information from your web pages.

I will make two points: First, my main test of a University web site is: how easy is it to find individual faculty members, and obtain their research

interests, contact information (especially email), etc? I feel most professionals have this as their primary reason for using university web

pages. I tried for several minutes to get to the medical faculty, but still did not succeed.

Second, I found a number of examples of content that I simply could not uunderstand. Here is one example of a paragraph who's meaning

escapes me: "More and more, the university's areas of responsibility also encompass application, referring to activities that are not traditionally

considered part of the universities' main tasks, but that build on academic proficiency. "

I practically did not use the pages at all, because they were so difficult. The panel asked for everything in printed.

More information about the infrastructures of research, more information about curricula and teaching duties in various personnel categories

I did not remark any specific deficiencies as for the webpages.

I did not need to refer in detail to the website in order to complete my review work. However, I have just revisited the site and found it to be

comprehensive, informative and responsive. I came across only one broken link. So, in my opinion, the website is satisfactory.

Difficult access to publications. Only search engine and it fails.

Department descriptions are non uniform= some are very superficial and out of date.

No activity report.

Overall, this leaves the impression of not having a well designed web site for research

The publication lists were not available in the form that would have been useful for this project

accessing publication lists through library is not a good option

This is probably the same problem that everyone faces with webpages - they have to be kept up-to-date (e.g. current research groupings, latest

published papers), otherwise they lose relevance in a fast-moving and competitive environment.

less details

Like any website the quality depends on the quality of the input given by the departments and the individual professors. This is an unsolvable

problem. Some professors find a good website important, others just don't care. Who can blame them?

Keep it updated!

If Lud wants to be an internatioonal University more info should be in English and the info should be up te date.

I did not encounter any problems. When I raised a query due to my own lack of competence in IT I received very helpful assistance from the

University. I am most grateful for that.

I made relatively little use of the webpages so don't attach too much weight to my (minimal) response

Having part of the text in Swedish and part in English on some pages is difficult for non-Swedish readers. Either have completely separate

pages for each language (ie all the way through) or have everything written in both languages on one page. Web pages for research scientists

and personnel could be more personal and more interesting.

I looked at both Geology and Physical Geography. I think both websites are good (certainly they are more informational and user-friendly than

muy own institution's site!). IN places there is no obvious English (for example, Geog, want to study only seems to be in Swedish). Of course

there are a few English mistakes but all in all they are two of the best English websites I have encountered in a non-English University.

Congratulations on good web design.

* there should be an easy access to an administrative page for each department with a common design for the whole of Lund University, and

that

links you to the individual home pages of the respectve groups.

* on individual home pages group members should be easily identifiable

* website of computer science was confusing to navigate.

* missing info
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